Pre-Signed BAA Instructions

This standard, pre-signed BAA is for use when a supplier is prepared to sign it as is with no changes to the terms and conditions.

In the event a supplier wants to redline, cross out or otherwise make modifications to our standard BAA language, then this BAA can NOT be utilized.

Any such actions will render the BAA null and void. A BAA that has any kind of changes requested by a supplier will have to go through a review process with UEC until the terms are agreeable to both parties. Do not use this pre-signed BAA in that circumstance.

Unsigned BAA instructions

This standard BAA is for use when a supplier requires changes to the terms and conditions. This BAA will need to go through a review process with UEC until the terms are agreeable to both parties. Do not sign in advance. Signature can only take place when the negotiations have been completed.